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Abstract. Mining association rules from a transaction-oriented database is a 
problem in data mining. Frequent patterns are essential for generating associa-
tion rules, time series analysis, classification, etc. There are two categories of 
algorithms for data mining, the generate-and-test approach (Apriori-like) and 
the pattern growth approach (FP-tree). Recently, many methods have been 
proposed for solving this problem based on an FP-tree as a replacement for 
Apriori-like algorithms, because these need to scan the database many times. 
However, even for the pattern growth method, the execution time takes long 
when the database is large or the given support is low. Parallel- distributed 
computing is good strategy for solving this problem. Some parallel algorithms 
have been proposed, however, the execution time increases rapidly when  
the database increases or when the given minimum threshold is small. In this 
study, an efficient parallel- distributed mining algorithm based on an FP-tree 
structure – the Tidset-based Parallel FP-tree (TPFP-tree) – is proposed. In order 
to exchange transactions efficiently, transaction identification set (Tidset) was 
used to directly choose transactions without scanning databases. The algorithm 
was verified on a Linux cluster with 16 computing nodes. It was also compared 
with a PFP-tree algorithm. The dataset generated by IBM’s Quest Synthetic 
Data Generator to verify the performance of algorithms was used.  The 
experimental results showed that this algorithm can reduce the execution time 
when the database grows. Moreover, it was also observed that this algorithm 
had better scalability than the PFP-tree. 

Keywords: frequent pattern mining, parallel processing, association rule, data 
mining, tidset. 

1   Introduction 

The extraction of frequent patterns in a transaction-oriented database can be a 
problem in research in terms of mining association rules [1,11], time series analysis, 
classification [4], etc. The basic concept of frequent pattern in a database implies 
many transactions, and each transaction is a set of items. A pattern that occurs 
frequently in a data set is found by using frequent pattern mining. Most research 
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either used the generate-and-test (Apriori-like) or the Pattern growth approach (FP-
growth) [3,5]. 

For the Apriori-like approach, if any length of the k pattern is not frequent in the 
database, then the super-pattern (length k+1) cannot be frequent. However, this 
approach generates a great number of candidate datasets and has to repetitively scan 
the database to test whether it is frequent or not. For example, 250 (about 1015) 
datasets are considered necessary to verify whether a set is frequent or not in a 
database with 50 items.  

Hen et al. [5] proposed a novel approach for mining frequent patterns and 
introduced a data structure, the Frequent Pattern (FP) tree, which only stores 
compressed, essential information for frequent pattern mining. Besides, a mining 
algorithm based on an FP-tree also develops FP-growth. Different from the Apriori-
like algorithm, the FP-tree only scans the database twice and mining information can 
be obtained from the proposed data structure. 

Subsequently, many methods based on an FP-tree have been proposed.  Moreover, 
the above research also illustrated that the FP-tree based algorithm performed better 
then the Apriori-like algorithm [1]. However, finding frequent patterns increases the 
execution time when the database is large.  Javed et al. [8] proposed a parallel FP-tree 
mining algorithm (PFP-tree) to solve the problem. The results showed that parallel 
computing is a good strategy for solving this problem. Many parallel-distributed 
methods have been proposed [6,7,9,10,12]. However, when the given threshold is 
small, or the average length of transaction is long, since too much information must 
be exchanged between mining processes. The performance deteriorates notably when 
the database size increases. 

In this study, a parallel frequent-pattern mining algorithm was used to solve 
frequent pattern mining problems. Moreover, a transaction identification set (Tidset) 
was used to directly select transactions instead of scanning whole databases. The goal 
of the Tidset-based Parallel FP-tree (TPFP-tree) algorithm was to reduce both 
communication and tree insertion cost, thus decreasing execution time. 

The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm reduced the execution 
time for various datasets. Moreover, the speed-up ratio also show that this algorithm 
improved scalability. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the FP-tree, FP-
growth, and the PFP-tree are described. The TPFP-tree is introduced in section 3, 
and section 4 illustrates the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion and future 
work are discussed in section 5. 

2   Related Work 

First of all, the frequent pattern mining problem is defined.  is a 
set of transactions. Each transaction   where is  be a set of all 
items in the database.  denotes the support of itemset  in a database  
which is the number of transactions in  including . 

                                    (1) 
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Given a minimum support threshold , an item set  is frequent if 
.  The frequent pattern mining problem is to find all item sets  where 
 for a given threshold . 

2.1   Frequent Pattern Growth (FP-growth) 

An FP-growth algorithm [5] was proposed by Han et al. in 2004 A.D .  The FP-growth 
algorithm only scans the database twice. It is notable that the FP-growth algorithm 
can be divided into two phases: the FP-tree construction and the mining of frequent 
patterns from the FP-tree. 

2.1.1   Construction of the FP-tree 
The FP-tree is a data structure representing the necessary information for mining. It 
consists of a root node labeled null and child nodes consisting of the item-name, 
support and node link. To construct the FP-tree requires the database to be scanned 
twice.  Firstly, it scans the database to create a header table, the frequent 1-item sets 
are sorted in descending order in the header table and the non-frequent 1-item sets are 
excluded.  The order of the header table is . Secondly, it extracts frequent items from 

, then the frequent 
items are inserted into the tree. For tree insertion, increase the support of  
the node if the node corresponds to the item name, otherwise a new node is crated and 
the support is set to 1. The header table holds the heads of the node-links that connect  
the nodes with the same name in the FP-tree used in the traversal of the tree during 
the mining process. 

2.1.2   Mining the Frequent Pattern (FP-growth) 
Frequent patterns are generated by the mining FP-tree.  It begins by selecting an item as 
mining target from the header table. The prefix path is found by node-link and the node 
is followed to the root to get a conditional pattern base for the item. Then, it constructs 
the sub-tree item in the same way, which is the conditional FP-tree. The mining process 
is repeated until an empty tree with a single path is found. Then the algorithm selects 
another mining target from the header table to find all frequent item sets. 

2.2   Parallel FP-tree Algorithm (PFP-tree) 

In order to decrease the execution time of the data mining, Javed et al. proposed a 
PFP-tree algorithm [8]. The PFP-tree is developed for the SIMD computing 
environment. The PFP-tree is based on the FP-tree data structure and the  is 
divided into different partitions: . 
After that,  constructs a local header table (LHT) with its own database,   Then, 
global header table (GHT) is created by sending LHT from each slave computing node 
(SN) to the master computing node (MN). Afterwards, each SN has the GHT 
information and the FP-tree construction procedure is used to create a local FP-tree. 
MN assigns each SN to mine the same number of items by block distribution. Then, 
each SN exchanges a part of the FP-tree and uses the FP-growth mining algorithm to 
find all frequent patterns from its own FP-tree. 

. Afterward, these items are sorted in the order of  
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The main characteristic of the PFP-tree algorithm is that it uses a special data 
exchanging method. The method groups the SN to reduce the repetition data exchange 
cost.  The SNs need to communicate with each other for the local tree exchange most 
log  rounds. In order to exchange the FP-tree, the SNs are divided into two groups, 
then partial trees needed by the other group of SNs are exchanged, and each group is 
divided into two sub-groups and exchange trees. This process is repeated until all SNs 
have been exchanged.  For example, processor  communicates with processor 

 in round r where  and .  After receiving necessary

information from other SNs, each SN begins to mine frequent patterns by applying the 
FP-growth method. However, too many trees would have to be exchanged if the 
given threshold is small. Therefore, the execution time increase would be significant 
if the PFP-tree inserts the received subtrees. Thus, for the worst case, more 
processors would be needed if the execution time is longer, because too many 
subtrees would have to be sent, received and inserted back. 

3   Tidset-Based Parallel FP-tree (TPFP-tree) Algorithm 

In order to examine the execution time of the different stages, the PFP-tree algorithm 
was implemented. Table 1 shows the execution time of each stage of the PFP-tree. 
The exchange stage dominates others since there are too many subtrees required to 
insert back when the given threshold is small.  

Table 1. Execution time for each stage of the PFP-tree (t20.i04.d200k.n100k, threshold = 
0.0005) for the different processors 

P01 P02 P03 P04 P05 P06 P07 P08

Data 
Transfer 

0.91 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.04 

Header 
Table

0.6 0.59 0.6 0.59 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.59 

All reduce 1.05 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 

FP-tree 13.62 12.49 12.49 12.40 12.40 12.42 12.43 12.51 

Exchange 98.29 157.11 204.78 233.51 241.07 235.06 223.06 197.02 

FP-growth 18.06 26.34 27.09 31.1 24.51 22.44 20.07 12.59 

Total 132.53 196.74 245.2 277.89 278.81 270.74 256.41 222.92 
 

 
The goal is to diminish the insertion operations of subtrees (exchange stage).  

Therefore, the construction of its FP-tree can be postponed further, mining items can 
be assigned to each processor after creating the Header Table. After that, the 
necessary transactions between processors can be exchanged and each processor can 
create an FP-tree and FP-growth using their own transactions.  There are five primary 
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stages in this parallel algorithm: (1) create Header Table and Tidset, (2) distribute 
mining item set, (3) exchange transactions, (4) FP-tree and (5) FP-growth. 

First, since creating the header table needs only one database scan it uses lots of 
time when the database size is large. Furthermore, processors in a cluster computing 
environment are homogeneous.  Therefore, block distribution can be used to partition 
the database. Moreover, a local transaction identification set (Tidset) is also created in 
this stage. Later, the use Tidset of and the need for constructing a Tidset is discussed. 

After creating the header table one frequent item set was found.  Moreover, these 
items were also object mining items in FP-growth. Thus, the mining items were 
equally distributed to the participating processors. Many weighting functions were 
used to partition the mining items. However, since databases are different, no single 
weighting function completely agrees with all of them. Therefore, mining items were 
divided equally in this study. 

Following is the transaction exchanging stage. Processor  must have all 
transactions containing the assigned mining items to correctly create the FP-tree and 
FP-growth. A part of the database was already established in the header table creation 
stage. Only the transactions containing the mining items were needed from other 
processors. However, scanning local transactions to determine which are required by 
others is costly. For example,  would have had to scan its local transactions three 
times if four processors were used for the application. Therefore, each processor 
needed to scan its local transaction 
was created in the header table creation stage. The transaction required by the other 
processor was selected directly by using Tidset instead of scanning all local 
transactions. Therefore, exchanging transactions was efficient even with more 
processors.  

Finally, after processing the transaction exchanges, each processor ran the FP-tree 
construction procedures as well as the FP-growth mining processes. The detailed 
algorithm of the TPFP-tree is given below. 

 

Input: a transaction database , and each transaction
. A given minimum threshold    is the number of 

processors. (  is master node (MN), and  are salve nodes (SNs)) 

Output: a complete set of frequent patterns,  where  

. 

Method: 

1. MN equally divides the database  into  disjointed partitions 
 to  

2. Each processor  receives the database  and scans the to create local 
header table 

3. Each processor creates the local transaction identification set  of 
. 

4. Processors perform all-reduce of  to get a global header table (GHT ).   
5. MN sorts items in GHT in descending order according to their support and 

block divides those items into mining set  where 

 

 1 times. Hence, the Tidset for each processor 

. 

) and assigns )

.

.
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6. MN performs broadcast to distribute mining set information to all processors.  
(Figure 1) 

7. In order to create an FP-tree, each processor  has to obtain transaction 
on processor  such  that . 

 Since the mining set  is partitioned statically, each processor knows
 the mining set of others.  Moreover,  helps selecting
 the transactions directly in the local database.  After that, each processor 

exchanges  the transactions  required  for  mining  and 

8. Each processor performs the FP-tree constructing procedure of . 
9. Each processor  performs the FP-growth procedure to mine the given 

from their local FP-tree. 
10. MN performs the MPI All-Reduce function to collect the frequent pattern 

from . 

Fig. 1. An example of DB partitioning into 4 processors and the given threshold is 

4   Experimental Results 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, the TPFP-tree was 
implemented along with the PFP-tree algorithm with Message Passing Library 2 
(MPICH2). The program was executed in a PC cluster with 16 computing nodes.  
Table 2 gives the hardware and software specifications. Synthesized datasets 
generated by IBM’s Quest Synthetic Data Generator [2] were used to verify the 
algorithm. (Table 3) Moreover, the threshold 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001 was used to 
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Table 2. Hardware and Software Specification 

Hardware Specification 

CPU AMD Athlon XP 2000+ 

Memory 1GB DDR ram 

Network n network 100 Mbps interconnectio

Disk 80GB IDE H.D.

Software Configuration 

OS and Compiler Linux 2.6 
Gcc/G++ 4.03 

Message Passing MPICH2 1.0.5 
Library mpi4py 0.5

 

Table 3. Statistical Characteristics of Datasets 

Dataset name No. of Items Avg. Items No. of Trans. 

t10.i04.d100k.n100k 100k 10 100k 

t10. k 100k 1i04.d200k.n100 0 200k 

t15.i04.d100k.n100k 100k 15 100k 

t15.i04.d200k.n100k 100k 15 200k 

t20.i04.d050k.n100k 100k 20 50k 

t20.i04.d100k.n100k 100k 20 100k 
 

examine the TPFP-tree. As can be seen from the experimental results, frequent 
patterns were found for dataset t10.i04.d100k.n100k with threshold 0.01. Therefore, 
the smaller threshold was used to make sure that the frequent patterns existed. There 
were 8112, 53713, and 234649 frequent patterns for threshold 0.001, 0.0005, and 
0.0001 respectively. 

Figure 2 and 3 shows the execution time of the TPFP- and PFP-tree with different 
datasets. From the results of Figure 2, it can be seen that our algorithm performed 
better than the PFP-tree regardless of how many processors were assigned. Moreover, 
the results also illustrated that, when the average items per transaction increased, the 
execution time decreased more distinctly. Figure 3 also shows that the algorithm 
saved on execution time compared to the PFP-tree. Figure 4 illustrates the execution 
time of various thresholdsshowing that this algorithm reduced the execution time for 
different given thresholds.   
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Fig. 2. Execution time (TPFP vs. PFP), threshold = 0.0005 

Fig. 3. Execution time (TPFP vs. PFP), threshold = 0.0001 

In order to further compare the TPFP- and PFP-tree, 

. Table 4 shows the comparisons of the two 

trees with a given threshold of 0.0005. From Table 4, it can be seen that the ratio 
of the TPFP-tree was better than that of the PFP-tree for most of the test case. 

This means that the TPFP-tree was useful for mining frequent patterns in the Cluster 
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computing environment with different size processors. Moreover, it also means that 
TPFP-tree had better scalability than the PFP-tree. 

 Figure 5 shows the execution time on different processors. Although the TPFP-tree 
is an efficient parallel algorithm to solve the frequent pattern mining problem, the 
execution time of each processor is different. Therefore, block distribution was used 
to partition the mining items. It might also be possible to use a weighting function to 
distribute the mining items. 

 

Fig. 4. Execution time of various thresholds 

Fig. 5. Execution time of each processor 
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Table 4. Speed-up ratio ( ) of TPFP and PFP 

Number of processors Itemset

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

TPFP 1 1.67 2.53 3.04 3.88 4.07 4.62 4.62t10.i04.d050k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.53 2.12 2.7 3.3 3.59 3.95 4.16 

TPFP 1 1.87 2.7 3.47 4.31 5.11 6.33 6.79t10.i04.d100k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.53 2.12 2.7 3.3 3.59 3.95 4.16 

TPFP 1 1.94 2.94 3.87 4.89 6.23 7.3 8.41t10.i04.d200k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.62 2.2 2.95 3.61 4.21 5.25 5.61 

TPFP 1 1.6 2.29 2.98 3.55 4.12 4.66 5.39t15.i04.d050k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.47 2.02 2.52 3.1 3.59 4.14 4.73 

TPFP 1 1.72 2.48 3.22 4.19 4.82 5.83 6.66t15.i04.d100k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.47 2.02 2.59 3.37 4.08 4.8 5.43 

TPFP 1 1.93 2.81 3.76 4.9 5.98 7.11 8.24t15.i04.d200k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.5 2.14 2.83 3.59 4.44 5.29 6.35 

TPFP 1 1.57 2.12 2.65 3.22 3.71 4.28 4.86t20.i04.d050k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.38 1.87 2.32 2.88 3.23 3.79 4.43 

TPFP 1 1.59 2.22 2.78 3.41 3.97 4.74 5.25t20.i04.d100k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.41 1.9 2.44 2.92 3.57 4.13 4.62 

TPFP 1 1.62 2.27 2.96 3.67 4.42 5.14 5.91t20.i04.d200k.n100k 

PFP 1 1.4 1.93 2.5 3.06 3.69 4.46 5.02 
 

5   Conclusions 

Mining frequent patterns form a transaction-oriented database is important in data 
mining research. Many methods have been proposed to solve this problem, and some 
of them have been developed for a parallel-distributed computing system. However, 
the execution time increases significantly with an increase in database size and a 
decrease in the given threshold. In this paper, a parallel algorithm is proposed to solve 
the frequent pattern mining problem, namely the Tidset-based Parallel FP-tree (TPFP-
tree). In order to verify the performance of our algorithm, it was compared with the 
PFP-tree. The experimental results showed that it can save on execution time in 
comparison to the PFP-tree. Moreover, the speed-up ratio was also better than that of 
the PFP-tree meaning that scalability was improved.   
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Figure 5 shows the execution time of each participating computing node. It is clear 
that the loading of computing nodes was not balanced. This means that our algorithm 
would perform better if load balancing is applied. In future, the TPFP-tree algorithm 
will have to be extended taking balancing the load into account. Moreover, this 
algorithm can also be applied to a grid computing system.  
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